
Yacht Crew: How to Work From
Anywhere
Yacht Crew, times are changing, and working remotely is the
new normal. Are you beginning to consider what you’re going to
do with your life after yachting? Once you learn how to become
a  digital  nomad  and  work  from  anywhere,  this  gives  you
ultimate freedom over your life. But, getting started can be
difficult… To help you out, we are going to share the tips,
which will have you booking your flight tickets tomorrow!

Tips  to  Become  a  Digital  Nomad
Right Now!
Are you looking to leave your career as yacht crew? Would you
rather be earning great cash while working on a beach or in
Thailand or a cafe in Paris? Then check out our tips, where we
will show you how to become a digital nomad!
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1.  Pick the Right Freelancing Job
Ten years ago, it was incredibly difficult to become a digital
nomad as only a select few jobs were remote and many clients
weren’t comfortable doing business 100% over the internet.
However,  things  have  completely  changed  as  the  world  has
digitised, and you now can earn money through all kinds of
methods such as full-time remote roles, freelance work, and
even taking surveys or even playing games!

To ensure you can earn enough money to support your digital
nomad lifestyle, here are some great digital nomad jobs you
can pursue:

    Software development
    Copywriting
    Digital marketing
    English teaching
    Accounting and bookkeeping

To find digital jobs, you can either apply to fully remote
positions or become a freelancer and use platforms such as
Upwork or Fiverr to find clients. Don’t worry if you lack
experience. If you take some online courses and offer low
prices, you can quickly build up a portfolio and go after
higher-paying clients.

2.    Get Your Finances in Check
Before you decide to become a full-time digital nomad, you
need to have a solid amount of savings. At the beginning of
your digital nomad journey, you may struggle to find enough
work, and you will be hit with unexpected expenses as you get
used to your new location. That is why we recommend you save
up at least 6 months of living costs before quitting all of
your other jobs and traveling around the world. Six months of



savings will provide a nice cushion and allow you to start
your  digital  nomad  life  without  feeling  the  pressure  of
looming expenses.

To ensure you have saved up enough cash, you need to create a
digital nomad budget. This budget will vary wildly based on
the location you choose to relocate to. For example, in many
parts of SouthEast Asia, you can live a very comfortable life
on $1000 per month, while in places in Western Europe, you may
need 3 times that amount. When coming up with a budget, you
should include the basics such as rent, food, health care,
insurance. You will very likely underestimate your costs, so
expect your true budget to be 20% higher than your estimate.

3.   Choose Your New Home
Being  yacht  crew,  you’ve  more  than  likely  travelled  to
different places all over the world, so where do you head to
first? The most popular digital nomad countries tend to be
affordable countries with great weather, are safe, a high
percentage of the population speak English, and have Western-
style amenities. Based on these criteria, it becomes obvious
why so many digital nomads choose places like Thailand. Other
popular choices include:

    Hungary
    Sri Lanka
    Croatia
    Mexico
    Malaysia
    Bali
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As you become an expert digital nomad guide, you can start to
explore off the beaten path, but for your first destination,
it is best to choose a popular destination that already has
everything you need.

4.    How do you create a Remote working
Plan as yacht crew? 
While the idea of aimlessly drifting across the world sounds
good, this lifestyle can get old quickly. Coming up with a
specific  plan  is  one  of  the  most  popular  digital  nomad
essentials. Important things to include on your digital nomad
plan include:

    Income goals – Yacht crew tend to have more money
saved than an individual in a 9-5 job, but If you don’t
have a plan you will be stuck earning less, and many
countries will start to seem unaffordable for you to
visit.
    Daily to-do list – Just because you’re a digital
nomad doesn’t mean you can just sit on the beach all day
and still function!
    Sights you want to see – If you don’t plan, you may
end up just sitting all day working in your apartment,
which you could have done at home, not exactly digital
nomad heaven!
    Skills you want to develop – Keep developing as a
person  and  write  things  you  want  to  achieve,  don’t
become a stagnant digital nomad.



Conclusion
Now you know exactly how to kickstart your digital nomad life,
it  is  time  to  create  your  plan  and  get  started  on  your
incredible new journey. There is no reason why you can’t earn
amazing money online and live anywhere in the world! So what
are your favorite digital nomad destinations?
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